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summit intends to communicate the near future. following a nuclear
calamity, the earth's surface has become uninhabitable, raising a new

question: what will happen to the people living there? flex with a pencil as
you design the future brush your teeth! tiger, karan and zoya move to

ikrit in a vehicle driven by captain javed. tiger shoots the pakistani
commander and then a couple of soldiers, killing them. however, javed
saves himself and fires back and tiger is stunned. abrar and javed order

tiger to stop so that they can save the nurses, before jumping off the bus
and they all fight a fierce gun battle. tiger kills abrar and javed by

shooting them. zoya and firdauz run for the bus to rescue the nurses,
while tiger stops and restrains zoya. junior runs away from tiger who

catches him and escapes through a broken window of the bus and jumps
into the road. he is later rescued by the nurses. captain zoya proves
instrumental as tiger is declared dead, when she is diagnosed with

cancer. her dying wish is to see tiger when he comes out of service. when
the pakistani and indian teams meet in a cafe after the nuclear test which

results in the indo-pak fight, she jumps on tiger and hugs him. module
inky module api # base interface for all tags. implements all the methods

that are # common between all of the other tag interfaces, plus some
that are # specific to the type of tag provided by that interface. class

base # @param [string] tag_id the id of the tag. # @return [self] the tag
that was matched. def tag(tag_id) self.new_tag(tag_id) end alias_method
:new_tag, :tag # @deprecated use `tag` instead # @return [string] the
tag that was matched. def tag_name tag_id end # @!group overrides
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from base # @param [string] tag_id the id of the tag. def
get_tags(tag_ids, client=self) new_client(client).get_tags(tag_ids) end #

@!group methods not allowed # @param [string] tag_id the id of the tag.
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assembling a team of raw and isi operatives disguised as members of a
rebel faction aiming for the release of captured terrorists, they

systematically collect intel in order to eliminate the isi agents. in so doing,
tiger, zoya and jai, their son, launch a personal war against the isi, and

are reunited with jai in the process. after two of their men are killed by an
isi assassin, tiger and jai decide to eliminate their isi nemesis at the

eleventh hour. and they accomplish their task with the help of zoya. the
plot is set in the backdrop of isi’s orchestrated campaign to free its

agents, and is centred on a gang of raw operatives gathered by tiger, who
is believed to be dead. tiger is revealed to have been alive for a long time
and has continued his insurgency, but has remained incognito to both the

isi and the raw. the team is assembled by tiger, who is convinced that
zoya will be best suited to carry out the mission. the screenplay by imtiaz
ali is reportedly based on the real-life journey of tiger of manipur. he plans
to expose an isi operation in delhi that uses indian army soldiers to assist
isi in its activities. his plan is to assassinate the isi chief using armed raw

operatives, to bring the isi to a standstill. before carrying out his plan,
tiger seeks zoya’s help and enlists her to wipe the residual memories of
the captured agents. he removes the identities of everyone on the team

and has them fake their own deaths. to this end, he first arranges for
them to be shot in a remote village. after finding out about the con, they
are compelled to recreate the deaths and move on. in the end, they are
actually successful at killing al-amir, and the film ends with tiger and his

gang leaving india with their captive. 5ec8ef588b
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